Campingplatz

Müllerwiese

in the climatic health resort Enzklösterle
The blueberry village
Enzklösterle
is situated between the town of thermal bathes Bad
Wildbad (12 km) and Freudenstadt (25 km), the distance
to sophisticated Baden-Baden is 40 km.
Surrounded by mighty fir forests, lush blueberry bushes,
mountain streams and lakes as well as extensive raised
bogs with unique flora and fauna, our "Nature Park Portal
Community" offers the ideal holiday destination for
families, those looking for relaxation and active
holidaymakers.

Spa gardens and playground „Heidelbär“

Dr. Friedrich Erhard &
Susanne Goldberg GbR
Hirschtalstrasse 3
D-75337 Enzklösterle
Fon +49 7085 7485
info@muellerwiese.de
www.muellerwiese.de

The Campingplatz

Müllerwiese



The altitude of the restful health resort ranges between
580 and 913 meters above sea level. The sunny highlying Enz valley with its fresh and oxygenous air promises
you a sensation of nature and best conditions for
relaxation.

Well-signposted hiking trails, the jungle experience in the
“Bärlochkar” forest in Enzklösterle, a long network of cycle
paths, the tourist offers in the village and in the vicinity
and the possibility of using buses and trains in the Black
Forest free of charge with the guest card promise eventful
days.
Younger guests love to play and splash around by the
stream on the campsite as well as the adventure mini golf
park, the deer enclosure and the 1.5 km long giant slide
in Enzklösterle-Poppeltal.

 Regional Winner of the Federal State Competition
„Exemplary Camping Parks in the Countryside“
 Special Award of the Federal State BadenWürttemberg for „Exemplary Urban Planning“
Recommended in the book Cool Camping ® Europe
Recommended by tripadvisor ® 


is a small family run campsite with total 80 caravan and
tent sites, from which 30 are
offered as whole season
sites and 50 as sites for
holidaymakers.

Recovery, in nature of course!

How to find us:

The easiest way is to
take the motor-way
A8, exit at PforzheimWest and follow road
B 294 to Bad WildbadCalmbach. There turn
right and then drive
through Bad Wildbad
by passing the tunnel
direction Enzklösterle.
Coming from south
through Freudenstadt
on road B 294 pass
through SeewaldBesenfeld and turn left
after 3 km. GPS: lg 8°
28' 0,9''E / bg 48° 39'
59''N

The Campingplatz Müllerwiese is centrally
located in the idyllic climatic health resort of
Enzklösterle (1,300 inhabitants) in southwest
Germany in the midst of a pristine natural landscape.
Located on the banks of the Enz, our campsite is
embedded in the center of the "Black Forest MiddleNorth Nature Reserve".

Drescription of the campground
The Müllerwiese is divided into 3 areas.
The caravan area where the main sanitary facilities
are located is divided into parceled out pitches. It is
mainly reserved for caravans and mobile homes,
however, by request also tents can be installed there.

Caravan-Area (above) and summerplace (below).

On the romantic car-free tent area along the river
Enz a small playground is installed as well as a place
for splash around and playing at a mountain brook.
Nearby a shelter hut and a small sanitary house is
offered to our tent guests.
Between the tent meadow and the caravan area the
summer place is situated with 8 smaller camping
pitches which are suitable to smaller motor caravans
or tents plus car.
Furthermore, we offer log cabins for 2 to 4 persons.

All camping pitches (60-160 m²) on the caravan area and
the summerplace are equipped with a power connection
(10 A, CEE) directly on the pitch. There is also a separate
fresh water connection on some of the camping pitches.
A supply and disposal station has been set up for
motorhomes. On the tent meadow you will find two power
connection
pillars
a drinking water tap.
Zeltwiese
mitand
Spielplatz

Our rental log cabins for
2 - 4 persons are a
comfortable alternative for
all tent professionals.
Instead of sleeping on an
air mattress, you sleep in
a comfortable bunk bed in
a living room / bedroom.
You will also find a shelf,
table and chairs for indoor
and outdoor use as well
as a 2-burner stove.
There is no bathroom in
the cabins. The sanitary
rooms are only 30m away.

Rental cabin 1 for 2 people
outside and inside (above)
Rental cabin 2 for a
maximum of 4 people (below)

Tent area with spot for splash around and playing by the stream.

In addition to toilet rooms, shower cubicles and individual
wash cubicles, our sanitary buildings also offer washing
machine and dryer, scullery, baby changing table and
disposal room for chemical toilets.
At Müllerwiese it is possible to exchange gas
bottles. About 5 minutes walk from the campground are
located the bakery, butcher, beverage store, grocery mini
market, the blueberry house, hairdressers, the pharmacy,
restaurants and café as well as the tourist information and
the spa park with a large playground.

